
Identification cammon bond 

1. Addictive behavior 

As long as :there have been people,addiction in the fonli c) ,!.j tual 

recourse hCls existed. Addiction in the fornl of chcmi I. ', .' 

to drugs to induce synthetic states of obliv~~rfor aW~lll I.," : ix~cane 

a major health problem as rrodern technolo;JY has made clV'::t 1 I. "Cit 

only the drUjs themselves, but also the stresses and cieli Idt~LI. ,. " br ing 

out the potential for addiction,and help to 'activate it;;~~. I! , ')lle 

member, although she drank heavily and experimented wi th rj1.' , ':' high 

school,she never really used drugs seriously until sh::: Wd::/ 1 , \ { . 

She had an unhappy narriage,and she had the usual woe:; ' of lir:,; mother 

At the ins i stance of her husband,she SOUj8t psychiatrich,. Ii "' l' her 

"nerves". She sOUjht help in this manner until she fj.na11,; mto N .A. 

Another rrember knew he had an alcohol problem and knev-; . ,,[It.r or 

later he would start drinking alcoholically,little did he 1·.Ll> 11( ' already 

was. He felt as though hJ.vould be able to drink about tift",,, Y':drs befon' 

before he would be in any trouble. He didn't know he hdU " .,. .\ ' j se or 

know about the progression of the disease . So, within a r i \, , ' " I span 

there was no wife, no kids, no horre, no business, no car, no II \('1 " dod no hope. 

When one menber got to A.A. in 1974, he knew instinct , \ ;.' that stayin(J 
.' 

clean rreant staying off all moodchangeind. drugs as well ~~::ij I II . - .A. was 

for staying off booze,he didn't talk about his drug takinll .. , ltluch. 

He only occasionly rrentioned his midnight drive to the P0LI\: I I c.:lds outsid( 

Saigon when he was stoned or drunk/'anJthe paranoia he fel \ '. l,· - last tine 

he srroked hashish in Algeciras,Spain. His taking of stt)la: . ij .',-1 llIajor 
f· . . .'. i , 

tr.anquilizer. ~f.·ffl.tt-"'fffi.nd altogether tmtil when he cam.' I :. N .A ... it 

enabled hiin to talk freely about his drug useage. 
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U{X)n adapting the new patterns of chemical abstinance one day 
. \"'~ 

at a tine, going to N .A. rreetings and "HOW" of the program we carre 

to see life in a new light, a whirl of confusion that was slowly spin-

ning itself out. We confessed to be of addictive nature and therefore 

realized we were addicts. We found furthemore, that an ad3.ict using, 

differs . from that of ' the established nOrnl and is set apart by rrarked 

obession ( fixed patterns of thought, seemingly inescapable) and com-

pulsion (a physJ (~a1 craving for the {X)tent drug of our choice or any 

drug) and physiCill discnmfort when we were away from our drugs for 

prolonged periods. 

lP conparin'l parts of our past with others it would seem that we 

all reach a {X)int. , sooner or later, when we say to ourselves or others 

"I just don It have a way to go, if I only knew what to do." We do 
.\ .. 

r ...... ' ' 
have a corruron bond\:'6)our chemical addiction. of mysteriously twisted 

personalities. w,-' have experienced that terrifyingly overwhelming urge, 

that need for SOJr<:>t hinq outside ones self. We kna.-.r the feelings all too 

well. We share a lXJnd of fear, anxiety, and anger that we are unable to 

control. 

What we haw' in connon is what we have all felt: the lonliness, 

the selfcenteredt J (~;;S I the misery, the despair, the pain inside us, and 

the empty nurrbn(',' :~ that will set us apart from our fellCM man. The one 

thing we all sha n " the uniting factor, is that we all felt that we 

were unique, diffr !rent. better than or worse than, but always seper-

ate. We had a very empty place inside us. We felt we were alone. Our 

pain surrounded us I but didn I t fill the empty place inside us. 

Old patterns are what got us into so much trouble uSing. Old 

patterns are sick patterns, ho.vever anything that "works" to help us 

., .... -Jay clean and sober is ronsidered anA" 
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Carrplete abstinence is cne of the first patterns we use in our clean 

and sober lives. Vigilance, integrity, honesty, openmindedness and 

willingness to try, are all ~sociated with st,t"ange and new patterns 

to the new c:x:>ni;r and to clean and sober drug aCldicts as a w11ole. 



It all begins w.ith that firsit surrender and admission. From 

that, point- forward each'; addic1t is Jr.eminded that '~ day- clean is a d~ 

won, and any- failure is: C!mly a temporary set-baek rather than a link 

in an unbreakahle ehain. Every dJrug addict: is a priisioller in his or 
her own mind, condemned t'o s:low, execution by their own sense of guilt. 

This the ultimate' crime that: allow'S a person ito act a(l;:1inst their 

tru:e inner nature and keep doing things theY" don't really want to do .. 

Not just crim'inal things bu,t also doingno,:thing at all, ~,l ll day long. 

We don't think a normal , pers,on can imagine just how empty a life can 

bec'ome, but. if you don't feel lilfe 8:ebl:~ anythingp you don't feel like 

doing any,thing. We were'n't focused on the fulfillment of life but on 

the emptiness and worthlessness of i"lt all. Failure bl'C ,{me a way of 

life and we eould not even deal with success. The fear of loss of 

c'ontrol had set in and we were afraid to try our anything different. 

We knew in our hearts that our foundation was shaky and '.fe dlhdn't 

want to ,think about it. 
In Narc'otics Anony:uHllUS, we are more coneeJmed with recovery than 

plumbing the mysteries, of' addietion. We seek ito change our personal

i ties for the hetter" p,d our lives' ehange for t'h.e better only after 

we have becCl)me' lreacly! to change ourselves. We realize that we are a 

part of the uni'Vl8lt'$e. Ae we cliLange in oW!" rece'Yery, we are not: really 

changing QUIlt" bas'ic na~. we ns'e'd to '<=hange our reactions, thoug!1.ts, 

and attitudes. We be'gin to understand who we are. "Know Thyself''' 

begins: to make sense and we unders;tand our ba~ic ide-ni ty. rhis gives 

W3 a sense of seewd ty w1ithol1t fOl"ge1tt1ng' who we are. We become 

less compul.sive· in Olillr t~~ts and acr.ti0ns. , 
The lack of being hlone'st' in Om"' addictions has .led to a large . 

amount of guilt inside of all of us. This guilt would drive us to 

use, and the using woul.d keep U!S from going back and making amends 

all these things together would cause great misery. Being clean and 

sober we are able to take our inventories and make amends but most 

important of all we can be honest. we can admit our faults ' also we 
we are able to ask for belp,neither of whieh would be possible wi

thout honesty. 

• t •• 
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Prescription addicts are usually the last to find out, so we will 

put them first here. Legal doses of prescribed medication can sddict 

a pweson because of tmknown side effects, combination with other drugs 

or an inlX>m susceptabili ty to become addicted. The individual is us-

ual.ly unaware thcit any real .prd::>lem exists until a prescription 

lapses or trey begin to w:xperienre failure in treir living. 

They start losing their jobs, becorre divorred, find themselves 

without friends and are unable to accotmt for those changes. They can in 

this rondition indefinitely increase their dosages or types of drugs by 

various rreans. If at any point they rrake the basic connection between .,. 

treir use of drugs and the way things have been going for them, 

they can begin their recovery by seeking help. If they persist in their 

use of drugs and the way things have been going for them, they can 

begin their recovery by seeking help. If they persist in their 

usage, they become insane by degrees. Denial can overcome the most 

obvious evidence of addiction and is the only way out. Well 

meaning family members can enable them to continue using by compensating 

for their inadequacies by getting them out of jams, giving them money 

and accepting their rationalizations. The addict is usually very 

effective in encouraging this sort of special treatment. It can in 

fact become their way of life. Recovery depends on ability to provide 

them with enough pain to where they want to recover. Prescription 

addiction is every bit as painful and horrible as the more notoious forms 

of addiction. 
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Although we had used, misused, and abused medications for half of 

our li~es, we never considered that we might be addicts. For us, the term 
, 

"drug addiction" conjured up visions of street cri~e, fear of the law, 

and needles. As long as we chose to believe the drug addict lived in a 

skid environment, and because we did not fit the picture we had imagine d, 

we could not be "drug addicts". We had never been arr es ted, had no fear 

of the law,and we were afraid of the needle. 

We realize that a real addict is going to resist [ 0COvery and will 

usually find some way to convince us they have defeated us personally. 

Things we have shared with them will lose their validity , and won't inter-

fere with their using. We put our trust in the group. If a person tells 

us that they can smoke pot and suffer no ill side effec t s , there are two 

ways we can look at it. The first possibility is that they are not an 

addict. The other is that the disease syndrome hasn't become apparent to 

them yet. We always try to be careful because we don't want to say or do 

anything that might prevent them from seeking help if the dope turns 

on them. We have several friends in the program regarded pot as their 

drug of choice, and we can relate to their ,despair and loneliness that 

drove them to seek help from the program. 

We have found from our group experience that rigorous honesty is 

essenti~l for the new member to surrender completely to the program. We 

have also found that complete surrender is the easier softer way to 

recover. Never have we seen a person fail to recover who has surrender ed 

completely to our program and who works the Twelve Steps as a way of 

life. This fact has proven itself time and time again by the phenomina l 

growth of Narcotics Anonymous throughout the world. 

It has become noticeable as our program has grown that ma~y new

comers seem to corne in with a false impression that may need to be 

corrected. In th~ instances we are talking about, the new man or woman 
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seems to believe that they can barter non-usage for group acceptance. 

When the group fails to behave in accordance with the newcomers expect-

ations, they se~m to feel that it's OK to use. The sad thing about this 

is that it may take them a while to get the real message of our program; 

that if they apply the Twelve Steps to their problems with their addiction, 

they can learn to live drug free lives. If they happen to be addicts 

they can die never realizing that recovery is possible. 
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Some of us had really thought of ourselves as outgoing, 

happy-go-lucky people, but we were wrong, and after years of depending 

on drugs and other people to makeour decisions,we lost almost all 

ability to socialize and to be comfortable with ourse lves. 

At the end of our addictions we ar.e consumed wi th terror and 

despair. We know for sure that we are dying and many of our friend s 

are usually dead, No one can explain the incredible fact that 

addicts confirmed beyound hope in their addiction can and do reach for 

and recieve help in Narcotics Anonymous. 
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Over a period of years, old habit patterns bec:x:lIre familiar, and many ti.nes 

the comfortable rrode of our existence. Our egos were all blown out of whack. Then 

we becarre uncx:mfortable due to the progression of the obessi ve and compulsive 

nature of our illness, chemical addiction. The old comfort associated with addict ion 

was lost. Life was addiction - a lonely I miserable prison. 

The way we understand insanity is p:>isoning one I s self for no other apparent 

reason except that a oorrpulsion or obsession drives the addict t .O desire his or her 

drug of choice so badly that there are not rrany things we would not do to procure 

that drug and mainlin e, ingest or inhale it. Insanity for us s eems to occurr. in 

(~ .. ' \t"'e. \,1 
tragic CYcles)Imlch like Russian w let,~ we are rrore or less f orced to ph.:;.y 

.,. 
becaus~ we have tltied and couldn I t stop pr wouldn't. The wouldn I t is simply the 

insanity. Insanity is standing in a bathroom with blood spattered allover trying 
t .~" · 

to find a vein to fix that dime bag that wouldn't even get us' well - - - Hopeless 

and Helpless. 

We ropefully see that we are powerless over the situation of having an illness, 

an illness which is tenninal, progressive and fatal. We cannot deal with the 

a?ession and corrpulsian that oorces with the illness. The only alternative is to 

stop using corrple~y, to abstain from even the smallest quanti:ty of drugs in any 

form. If we are willing to follow this course and to take advantage of the help 

available to us a whole new life can open. \IP. No one can explain the incredible 

fact that addicts oonfi:med beyond rope in their addiction can and do reach for and 

receive help in Narootics · Anonyrrnus. 

N. A. is not a religious but spiri tuaJ. program. The spiritual basis wi thin is 

strong enough to supp:>rt a person with our illness. :As we re-enter society the 

12 Steps are the roadmap to successfull oorrpletionof the journey. 
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On cOmiilg irPthe program, it was a life line; then it ~ sanething we 

enjoyfd.we need the spiritual comfort and fellowship that we find at all N.A. 

gatherings. We love being with people who mderstand us and whom we can easily 

mderstand. We have reacred the point where we canlt see life without N.A. 

Where else for an hour and a'cup of coffee can you get a new life~ When the druq. 

go and the . addict works the program, strange and wonderful)! things begin to 

happen. Medical and legal problems often resolve therrselves if only we avoid thE:" 
n( ... '.(. 

next pill, fix 'and toke. It is crucial that we naintain the rreIIDry of what the 
d( . 'I 

last e.b: "did to us. 

Through fright, desperation and god I S grace, one lTember had been chemi cally 

abstinent for alnost a year when he carre into N.A. His problems had snowballed 

during that year and re had developed sorre severe enotional problems. The truth 

of the matter was that he didnlt know how to live clean wit_h no props. All he 00" 

going for him was that he wanted to learn h::M. 

It all begins with that first admission and surrender. From that point forw.lra 

each addict is reminded that a day clean is a day won and any failure is only a 
~e('fl~or4.f1 . 

j;9T'CIJPt¥ set back rather that a link in a unbreakable chain. 
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Any drug addict, who is clean and sober and without 

a compulsion to use, is a miracle. To keep the miracle alive 

is an ongoing recovery, process involving personal growth 

in attit6des and awareness. It IS important to remember 
, 

that recovery is an abnormal state for us. We have to learn 

to live clean and sober. lMtl\aking a clean decision is a very 

growing experience. Really being honest with ourselves, 

and tllinking of both the negative and positive sides to things--

Can I handle it ?, Am I realistic?, Decision-lIIaking is a 

little rough at first, especially when you have time to change 

your mind. Sticking to, succeeding at, and seeing that you 

have made the right decision is the reward. Before we got 

clean all our decisions were made on impulse. We never 

gave any thought to anything; even if we did, we would say 

to hell with it and carry through with the negative anyway. 

But It is getting better for us with practice and the help of 

our sponsors and our other N.A. friends. 

We also learn mirid control. We change from external to 

internal modes of orientation and behavior. We realize that 

we are responsible for ~he way we feel. We are no longer 

able to shift the blame, and we are aware that we create the 

world in which we live. We are the products of our own 

thoughts. 

We have found it essential to accept reality. Since 

that time we have not found it necessary to t~e anything 

mind-altering, and every day has been a beautiful adventure. 

_Re_~1~tY_1 ____ ~"' __ ~! ___ t~-, ____ i~ .. j_us.t-·fi-R-e-w-i th~. Wi thout drugs and 

al~ohol, we have found that we can function like normal JlUman 



beings, which means accepting ourselves and the world 

around us, exactly as it is. We learn that conflicts are a 

part of reality and learn to be grateful for them. We learn 

new ways to resolve conflicts instead of running from them. 

We begin to simplify them and we ,actually look upon them 

with gratitude and opportunities for progress. They are 

a part'tf the real world. We learn to handle problems, not to 

solve them. Everyone has situations, we have tended to make 

them problems. We really don't have any brill iant answers or 

solutions but we can honestly say that this program works! 

We can stay clean and even enjoy life,,,rememhcring "One Day 

At A Time" and not to pick up that first fj x, pi 11, drink or 

toke. 

The rewards of cleanliness are endless. We used to 

think that life would be so boring, a real drag without 

our highs, which gave us only.superficial,happiness. 

We were really screwed up in our addictions and our 

concept of what life was really about. Now that everything 

is changing and forever getting better, we give thanks to 

the N.A. program, for giving us a shot at the real thing. 

W t".e- 6. •• i+ 
~f~ One member shares that realityAis the biggest trip of all. 
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We bea:>rre aware that many of our feelings about sex and society were irrmature 

and based up:m pride and ego. As we beoone rrore comfortable with our sexuality 

we appreciate rrore fully the meaning of living one day at a time. We get over the 

guilt of the past and wof< of the future. We ~joy the now, we learn to survive (x)th 

pain and pleasure. We endure frustration for we know that this too shall pass. 

We rid ourselves of absolutes, such as success or failure and begin to enjoy doing 

for the flm of it rather that shying away because we are not perfect. 

Interpersonnal relationships irrprove and we beoone less sensi ti ve and suspicious. 

Our dependency up:m acceptance and approval from others deminishes. We begin to 

lmderstand the neaning of love. We recognize that we are growing from an irrmature 

need foe love to a ITOre mature giving of love. We begin to care al:out others. Our 

inappropriate emotional explosions decrease. 

,- r 
Entering a relationship, we have learned that we have to pUlt out{ reoovery first. 

If ever our feelings threaten our reoovery we will have to pull back, if you feel 

another person is threatening your sdJriety then you should rrake that person aware of 
. . ~(e~-t Q" v,~ 

it and the sarre goes for that person if you are threating his or her sdJriety. In 

our lives today we don't want to screen ourselves off from +eality. If we're not 

perfectly happy, we want to change things to suit us or at least be able to face thing~ · 

as they are and accept them. We soouldn I t. .wan~. to live behind a srroke screen. 
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We have no responsibility for our disease. Our ability to 

respond seems to lie in the area of our recovery. We can seek 

help from others afflicted with our disease who are enjoying lives 

free from having to use. In time we find that much more is pos s ibl ,. 

in recovery than we could possibly conceive in the earlier stages 

of our recover~s. Our teachability hinges on our ability to admit 

our need for help. This humiliating admission is the beggining 

ID the basic learning experiance that gives us information on our 

disease and recovery. As we begin to apply what we have learned, 

our lives begin to change for the better. No one completely under -

stands this process, but thank God we do not have to understand 

it for it to work for us. We learn not to question the ways of 

God. Instead,we look into our own acions and feelings. Writing 

down our belief has always helped many of us examine our belief. 

if we have trouble expressing our belief or writing it down, 

it is helpful to make sure we h~ve worked step one. The ego de-

flation of ~tepone generally opens minds because we feel bad 

and don I t want to go on wi th th~ kind,l? of things we have b~,en 
1...\ k4l '-th4. 'Seu') r.d -..dep -:-.;,}\... :') ~_~ Wr .. 

putting up with. Belief is t~ key. ~It takes a firm belief in a 

loving God before we can possibly turn our life and will over stf:i' 

~with recovery in mind. 
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In Narcotics Anonymous, we have found that a spiritual experience 

is necessary to arrest our drug addiction. This happens as a re

sult of applying the Twelve stpe recovery program to our living 

situation, and upon a reliance ~n God, as we understand Him. The 

Twelve Steps chart the ~ course to individual recovery; from the 

hazy days. of powerlessness and unmanageability, to the various 

levels of spiritual awakening. 

We get comfortable with the Twelve steps, as one is .with trusted 

friends. We love them and believe in the promise and hope that 

they offer. Following the steps, living one day at a time, we can 

maintain an attitude that is essential in order for us to grow. '. 

We m~ve forward in the Program, and we are comforted by the steps. 

They are suggested only, but they are the principals that made 

our recovery possible. All of the Twelve steps are essential to 

the spiritual maintanence of the recovery process, simply because 

they help us to participate in our own recovery. And, by the Grace 

of God, our actual participation in recovery provides the health 

we need to respond to life and to arrest the. disease of drug addiction. 
We are grateful that the Twelve steps and a reliance on a Higher 

Power have been proven as a means to arrest the disease of addiction. 

If we find ourselves in trouble with our recovery after some time 

clean and sober, we have usually stppped doing one or more of the 

thinq$th~t'belped us in the earlier stages of our recovery. This 

can show up as ah '-~ unexplanable depression or disorientation. But, 

it is really related to a poor spiritual condition, and can usually 

be remedied by a.'.renewed application of the Twelve Recovery Steps. 

:-, .' '. , . 
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Our own will and self-knowledge has proven useless against the 

power of adQjction over our lives. We must have the help of a 

Higher Power, in order to arrest the illness and maintain clean

ness. 

~laai:Jicaiil\fiOss it. , .. ,.,u. ] it; ,ea will fi .... Ii •• FI iii )1811." 
, . 

.-al."" It is ' one of our .basic beliefs tha~ the best hope for any '· 

addict is 1:lle practice of personal freedom,ithrough abstin.:Lpce 

from drugs ,and the ' u\iltotenance of a simple spir~tual program. We 

believe in the poWe~.; 9ffl · 'loving God to handlekll that we~annQt •. 
We hope that by di'a"~~9'l·· tJlis ponaeptr:1;:m out of ~he shadoWS~ " fLll 

. of our members {can :ttn.4 .)I.y to address and co~e with a.ll · ar$a~ 
of our lives ;~Q tha4~1Je:'c~~ better carry the m.UIsage to the aQdict 

who still sufifers. :W~ f:i.n(i liA well equipped to ,Provide the·QJl90ing . ", .; .,,' . . '. " ... ,': . . " . 

recove:r:y wene.Q ;· :f~~~~; ~ ., p.ewlife, which ' we leatri·\: to enjoy, a day ": 

. at a time •• ~' -There ~·~·. ?riQnafl4or;f9Pportuni ty . for growth that tbe . 
Program goes-<~ot .,qq~:'-i· ~ .·::~i~aion ot powerl~ssness over ou;addic~ 
tionand ~at ouzrlt.V_s! _~ad . ,be~ome\lnmanageable~tts the Firs't ~tep 
in recovery . '.It ' ~s ; b':';Qi : j~~ ' u" bec~use, ' fo;- .y •• rs, we hayeb~en 
rationaliz:i.nca ' · Q~~; ~~~.C;U~iU1d bl~ing . othe·r Pf.~ple, place. and . 

• . . " " f ' . - • • oN • ., . . ',' 

things for otir'ditfiQ~~t~e~h TAl;'Ougll ~e mj,rac'~e ;' of thes P;J:"ogram', 
w~ learn to lQo.k ,' iQw • .rq : f~,·;th. ,'x:oote of ourdciifficul tlies. We have 

found th",t, thX'o~gll ··~an9.~ci~~~s • • l.v-e,., weauto~aticallY change ' 
our J:elationsbip ' t91:n~ ' w!Wle.· ; The rect;lvery p;r:ocess begins ' with ' 

the admiesion of complete Clefeat, . If . ~re is any reservation in 
this admissio.n~ it leavesqpen tn, doo~ to self~will, and can threaten 

C?ur recovery ~n<i .Q~;:.' :+3,.,v~I,p'~.; .. . l~;;i..~;i; tl;le · .. incer;i. ty of o~ ., desire 
for recovery and f~t·~\n.wwaytif·:·iif.:-·~ This limitation can ~ake 
us less willing to tJ.:'Y Q.ut things Which have worked for others mn 
our condition. . tt ~.an make1,1s unteacha)Jle', 4lnd force us to repeat 

past errors, fo.~an ;, ;DC1,fl~~~e · p.riod · ~f time. 
. . ' . . , .. , ! . ' :.<.):.?:t.t .. :.:~~.:.·.:>~-· · · :: · · ' .... " ,,, ~ ,': ' ... ,' . ... ... . " : 

." . ..,~ ."- ' ::.:,;~ f~; :~ '.''-.! !,:.: : .. , . __ ~. ~~. . 

r~om "day o.ne l
' ,tbe-:~+v .• ~ ~~PJ':::: "j~·~ becoming a part of our 

lives~ At fire .. ~~ w~ !;;~ .. t~~,'#+~,l~.: ~~~9a·tivity, . and we only allowed 
. .. .. -' -. ,.. ;'. :'" ~ ~ .,.'.: .- ' ~: ! '. ,;' '. . 

the Fl.rst Step t:0. ',. , . . , .. ",." "', 1 .~'iiI~Z 

i.nsane Qr9~ 
. ~ , . . . 

' :" .::". " 

have no .~ear of going 

'4.' ,t;~~t~bqse old 
. ·. ·· ;(::~~i~:~;~;;!{:)::~.'::;.!.\ ..• .. 
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feelings and fears were a product of o~r disease and that real freedom 

is possible for us now, if .we want it. We learn to conununicate 

our thoughts and feelings. In time, we lose most of the fear that 

had us completely within its graspowhen we were still using. We 

~ even learn to let go of old guilt feelings about the past • 

. ;',,., 
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The flood of old emotions and memories surfaced. It was· 

time to deal with them or use. The only door open to us at this 

point was the third step. At this time we turned our will and 

our lives over to the care of .our higher power as we understood 
.. 

him. 

Our ways were so self destuctive and egocentric, we hurt 

ourselves and those we love the most along the way. Learning 

a new way of living is a blessing from our higher power, giving 

us the ability to explore and experience through feelings. We 

thanked our higher power for the love that we recieve and asked 

for his will for us, and the power to carry that out. We find 

the road sometimes long and weary, but we kept on, finding 

miracles when we stP~o smell the flowers as we go. Easy does 

it, but do it! 



At first we can do little moxe than attend meetings 

and that is plentf. We probably won't even remember a 

single name, word or thought from our first meeting. 

What we do remember is the f~elings e~ery human being 

craves, the feeling that we belong somepla ~e. 

In the first s~ages of our active withdrawal from 

drugs we used meetings, new friends, and S)lOnSOrs to help 

us learn to feel good and deal with daily events without 

returning to drugs. We learned the importance of living 

only one day at a time. We don't have to make a commitment 

to stay clean for the rest of our lives. We only have to 

make the commitment for one twenty-four hour period. For 

all of us, meetings are our primary source of recovery. 

By keeping it simple and sharing our experience of the 

disease concept with new people, we can give them knowledge 

that may sav, their lives. Most people just don't know about 

the progressive and incurable aspects of our disease until 

they come to the program and sit through a few meetings. 

Uritil they ~ave their own understanding of the disease 

and how it has affected their lives they have little hope 

of ongoing recovery~ 

Our common experience shows us that when we first 

come into N.A. we · fiJ.l the emptiness with meetings. 

The fellowship of recovering addicts who share with us 

begins to make us feel less lonely. We see Hope . in_the . , ~ 

saa:DsngTl6anasuaround , 

- ',-, . 
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in the shining faces around us. For- the first time in a 

long time we feel a glimmer of hope inside: Where before 

there was only despair. Narcotics Anonymous is a safe 

haven for addicts to se~k help. Our pro~ram rests strongly 

in the accumulated experiences of those who have gone 

before so that we may avoid their errors, and benefit from 

their successes. How can we ove~come our addictions? 

The answer is we will never overcome our addiction. We 

can deal with it~~y growing positively through meetings 

in N.A., talking sharing with people and best of all working 

the steps. 
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In working the second part of the first step, slowly a 

dramatic realization occurs. We've always had a lot of res-

ponsibilities, but we have never learned to take care of them. 

The daily routines that ar~ necessary to maintain and manage 

a person's life, the ability to anticipate and respond to 

the demands of keeping a job, being a good mate, paying bills 

and generally taking care of business on time. Not just 

mechanically, but with love and concern. 

Each day has been a living and learning experience and 

a lot of days have been a struggle. After years of being 

blinded from reality and struggeling to survive, we are finally 

learning how to really live. Today we feel like we are be-

cornming aware of everything that is around us for the first 

time. We are learning things about life, and finding out 

through asking. So many things we have learned by being clean, 

how to open a checking account, ~ow to work with effort, and 

be honest. It's like we all have to learn how to live again. 

The program recommends that we withdraw the addict from 

enough demands s~~ that they have a better qhance of meeting 

the demands that remain. That way we experience success at 

a ,basic and acceptable l~vel. It is flsD recommended that 

we don't go overboard ,and swamp ourselves with a bunch of new 

responsibilities just because we succeeded in handling a few 

basics. We need a basis for living' that is stronger than a 

physical or mental basis. 



Now that we are in N. A., we have a new outlook on being 

clean. We enjoy a feeling of release and freedom from even 

the desire to use. We find that everyone we meet has something 

to offer that .we can recieve"and also needs something we can 

offee. Opening these doors and entering them can become a new 

adventure in livrng. Letting go of old ideas and entertaining 

the new ones can bring us a new way of life. We will know happ-

iness, joy, and freedom. 

~. 
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The acceptance of spiritual principles allows us to experience 

our Higher Power and to let Him guide us. For all this we feel a 

deep feeling of gratitude for N.A. and the people . Automatically 

we may be grateful for having been given the grace to survive it 

all. Gratefully, we are surviving the insanity of the compulsion 

to use. Gratefully, the N.A . program works, tua¥A» ' .. we have 

each other and qur Higher Power granting us fellowship together 

since "I can 't, we can" . 

When resentful thoughts come to the surface, we can accept 

these feelings as an opportunity for spiritual progress. Wh e n we 

let go of the resentment and go with the gratitude, we can enjoy 

productive lives and provide a heartfelt example of clean recover y , 

unity and service in society . Today we have learned to associat e 

these good feelings with gratitude. We have had to practice gra-

titude the way a one legged man snaps on a artificial leg. It 

would support us, but it has no feeling. In time, by living clean, 

the feeling comes back. We are grateful for the fact that we no 

longer have to use drugs to handle our feeling's or prevent them. 

We have come to associate our pain with our addiction . Our grati-

tude makes every day special and meaningful when we think about 

the fact that by simply not using, the forces of life have begun 
• 

to work for us and we are recovering from our addiction. Having 

othe rs to s hare the experience with us makes it really great and 

we are accustomed to feeling good more often than not. We are 

powerless over drugs and to use would only damage our positive 

emotions . We still can recover and live drug free, feeling good 

and being grateful that we don't have to die in the gutter using . 

• 



The attitude of gratitude is i~port~nt. Without it, life 

is just a glum lot. With gratitude, cleanliness is happy and 

joyous. We should remain very grateful for all the beautiful 

things this program has revealed to us. 

When one particular addict came · to the program, he had a 

lot to learn. One area. that/was very difficult for him was the 

area of gratitude. He didn;t see whe.t ,e .he had much to be grate-
. . . 

ful for, instead of projecting happiness ·'and joy with other people 

or dwelling on that ~hich had been given him, he. would wallow 

in self-pity and reind~se over things in which ~e . had no control. 

He was irr i table and ·felt he had -been unjustly ,wronged by life. 

He developed and mciintainl!d . anl'1 ii(aiA@:a:i:n~a a condition of ingratitude 

so itrossso that if a few good things came his way, he was unable 

to accept them or really feel thankful to those who had most likely 

gone out of their way to help him or show him consideration beYQnd 

that which he had really earned. It was difficult for him to 

really give 100% effort in any area because he had developed the 

habit of feeling bad and expecting the worst. 

Our experience revealed that the things we ar~ not grateful 

for will be taken from us. Not by any outside agency, but by 

our own inability to take care of what we have. Where we come 
.f!r-of7'l we. 
£~G wanted everything, but we were unable to be grateful for 

anything that we actually got. As long as we didn't have some-

thing, .i t would seem wonder ful and we wOuld often think if we 

just had so and so, we would be happy. Occasionally, we would 

have our prayers answered only to find the rich feelings of 
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satisfaction and comfort beyond our reach •• We can see today that 

in reality we were taking a ~ot for granted by failing to be C8 

consciously thankful for that which life and God had already provided 

for us. 

In each persQn, place, or thing, we should be grateful even 

if just for today. It gives us an opportunity to count our blessings. 

When we count our blessings, we harvest our gratitude in clean 

living. 

.": , 
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clean and sober is the main purpose of the program of N. A . . 

Gaining strength and guidance leads us into a new life. Nhen we 

find ourselves coming into the program, rest assured we will 

experience many miracles as we progress step by step . The original 

desire to b.e clean is the flame that we should feed. It will 

burn away all of the old ideas that hold us back and pr e pare us 

to begin our new way of life. 

Today , my life is different . No longer do I get up e ach 

morning looking for my next high , nor do I have to rec upo rate 

from the night before. Now I look foward to clean da~s with each 

day being a learning experience about myself a nd others around 

me. This is something new to me because I was so wrapped up in 

myself and my addiction. 

There exists no mode l of the recovered addict. When the 

drugs go and the addict works the program , ~trange and wonderful 

things happen. New possibilities spring up like flowers in the 

desert .. Lost dreams awaken. The . juices of fife begin to flow . 

• 

, • 
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Spiritual progress 1a necessary and we must want this and be willing 

t 0 lrake the necessary effort. '!his is a very personal and individual 

area and our higher po...rer reveals itself in rreny ways if we rec::ognize 

it . Spiritual progress and spiritusl awareness be:tares an apperant and 

integral part of all our affairs. -If we take one step to.-Jard God 

he will take seVFfl steps taNcird us. An attitude of indifference 
Irvfol.ra.".ct +o~ 

or ;; ' 7 ; 1 spiritual prtnciples will defeat us . It is in 

fasion these days to institute an inquiry into everything that happens . 

to have 

'Ib have vital spiritual experience we addicts neen 

sarething that works all the +1",( . ;1\>.'>;.(, (;,.)1/ fl u 

.. - '. •. ,' .. ,.. j.,l'1n.:.. ",b...,. ' I i+ is necessary that 

our higher power work for us. 

~ ,.distinction is rrade between spirituality and 

religion for the purpose of the .ifY£Qgl.lanfe'.· We .~ offer the benifit s 

of our shared experience to all, regardless of religios beliefs 

Without this distinction we would suffer the loss of the free and 

o~ atrrostylere that dlaractizes our fellowship. 'llle spiritual wisda'n 
61or.rl. 
tjilAHiI .. ea by those who have gale before us on the road to recovery . . ' 
is presented in the oourse of our mettingos • We can take what 

ever ITI9Y be of use and put, the rest on the shelf.Spiritual 

principles 
, , 

supply us with the understanding that eluded us so 

1019 . It a::rres in degrees it . It has 

been our e>eperience that an athiest can saretirres be nore sin-

cere a person who claims to believe in God and fails 

to put the ir belief into action. 

, 



Immediate ~ and terrifying medical and legal problems often resolve 

themselves, if only we avoid the next pill , fix, toke, or drink. 

It is crucial that we maintain the memory of what the last fix 

did to us . When we can see that "it was the dope that made us crazy, 

the revolution has begun. Then, come Hell or high water, we i ll 

keep turning it down', and even avoid the places where it 

might be offered . 

This is crucial. 

At that point, we are struck with a moment of clarity. We see the 

insanity for what it is , and we want no more of it. We take the 

first three Steps for real, and we know we can not go on using and 
drinking, and expect our lives to get anytfii09 but worse. 

Remembering our own past behavior , it is easy to love the still

suffering addict. We know that if we can reach and awaken the 

force for life with\n ~he addict , we can , in turn, do anything, 

even ~:~~~r.ca.ddicts . 

I , 
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A -meeting of Narcotics Anonymus is a tremendous reserviour 

of cleanliness~ .. In a meeting the seeds are sown , take root, 
\)\ o:;& -'S 
b3:cu:il and harvest. The meetings water our gardens and keep them 

fresh. 

How rrany times have we heard sorrething over and over agian , 

in a rreeling, until it finally takes root and blcx:rns. With each 

meeting we attend I seeds planted in earlier meetings are watered. 

until we can see the grcwth . What grows in the garden is harvested 

by our sharing our experience I strength and hope i n a meeting. 

While this harvesting is taking place in one of the f e ilds 

of the garden , other feilds in the individual ,and group are 

being SCMn to to be harvesteCl at nore 1l'&9ti..ngs. This h a rvest is a 

form of spiritual progress. 

By using the negitive events as fertile-

• izer , our crop grCMS through it to the spiritual abundance of 

the N .A. fellCMShip . Lookin;J for the gratitude and l esson in an 

experience helps cultivate the garden. 

very tools we need to weed 

alcng spiritual lines.While 

spirit too Master Gardener 

dens needs . 

'The twelve steps of N.A. are the 

the garden , and keep~ t;.:: it growing 

the garden 

, 
• 

is the of the 

ceres for all the rest of the gar-

'IhroU;:j"h listening to the experiences of 

others and putting the program into action life has become beautifuJ 

. pleasent and saretiJres very exitingl ! La\:ghter is a cx::mron part of o ur 

day. Smil ing d::efmt hurt anyrt"OEe, and we can finally look at others 

in the eye and be glad of who we &;e, and of what we are not 

anyrrore. 
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Being willing 

the direction 

"<e!I' we do 

the r esul t 1S 

to 

that 

the 

a 

mental disorders. 

not the result. 

grow along s piratual lines is 

keeps us buoyant tod ay . \.,.hen 

action indicated in recovery ; 

hea ling of deeper emotional and 

J t is the action that co unt s ; 

lVe leave the results to 
G 
Jlod. 

This way,the result is not a treasure to be 

trea s ured and 

may pull us back 

when we let go 

then follows. 

held onto 

into t~ 
and let \od 

like 

same 

a weight that 

old ~~tI ( ( r') 
, Sp iratua l Progres $ on 

~od presents the opportunity that heal s the spiritual 

malady. the use of drugs and aichel were a 

symptom of deeper emo tional and mental disorders. 

After clearing up the superficial wreckage of the 

12-steps, it is necessary to continue applying 

the priciples of the program to deal with the causes 

Where else have we found such dreams '! When we 
• 

remove the drugs from our bodies and the recovering 

addict works the progra~, some incredeble, and 

inconcievable things begin to happen. New possibilities 

spring up like flowurs in the desert, lo st selfrespec--

t and pride awaken, the juices of life begin 

to flow. what may seem a terryfing and immediate, 

medical or legal problemJ will resolve and pass 

as long we s tay clean. 



Living Clean and Serene 

5 Pranises 

B. Spiritually 

For many years, when we got there, we couldnt concieve 

the recovery that the program of Narcotics Anonymus had to offer 

Our old ways kept us suspicious arx1 critical. We had to keep c0-

ming back to get the new ideas, aOOut our disease and what our 

recovery might mean to us who have sunken to the finding and us

ing of dr\.lJs in one form or another. W:e had to learn that what 

had worked for others, would work for us if it were sought. 'Illis 

new infornataUon CCClStarlUy destroyed our old ideas and beleifs 

in many areas of thinking and aoiflg . We didnt mind though, 

because for every old idea lost, a new one took its place. It 

seemed like a pretty good deal, especially after we found out how 

well the new ideas could work for us. We had been trying to get 

results on our own for years before we came to the program and tr ied 

a new way of like. At the edn, we we~e ready to try a new way. We 

found that the new ideas worked for us, whether we believed then 

or not. It was a fair l y gentle process. We didn ' t have to chang e aJ l 

our old ways overnight . We got better through continuous attenda nce 

at N.A. meetings and it seemed to us that our lives were getting 

better gradually with the help of others in the program. 

'. 
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One of the first things we learn is that we can't work the NA 

Program for another person. We have to want it for ourselves, for 

our own lives to get better. 

One of ' the primary reasons we addicts have trouble in the area of 

relationships with others, romantic or otherwise , is that we were 

so confused that it was hard for the other person involved with 

us to tell where we were coming from. Eventually, we settled down. 

The better we know and accept oursexves, the better we can know 

and accept others as they are. We are notorious for forgetting 

that we can only change ourseleives, not others. 

We will be at different levels at ,different times. At one time 

in our lives, we had ideals, morals, and an image of what role we 

wished to play in life. During our active addictions , ~hese ob

jectives have been lost. As recoyery becomes a reality, and pro

gresses, we realize that we are beginning to be the people we wanted 

to be. 

No matter what we have done, or what course our addiction has taken 

us, we can relax now and soak up the love that comes and fills the 

room in the course of every meeting. We are limited in our growth 

only by our ability to conceive how f~r we can go . 

• 

• 
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We become aware of how the pendulum swings in many areas . Extremes 

of f eelings and extremes of reactions become noticable. We learn to 

recogniz e and handle these situations and get back on the path to rea lity . 

As we begin the process of seeking out and stripping ourselves of 

false ego and pride, we begin to accept the real self. Through grou p ac-

ceptance comes self- confidence and self-acceptance. with confidence and 

self- acceptance comes self-worth and feelings of self-respect. The "ego" 

begins to suffer. It becomes less sensitive and the r e is a decreased d e ~-

ire to impress others . Ego is the cause of our grea t est pain. 

Needless to say , there were times when our sani ty was debatable . 

Feeli~g alienated and sensitive, our friends didn't know how to reac t 

to us . We learned about self-honesty and honesty with o thers.It trul y 

does get better and we are growing from all of our expe riences . We 

never imagined we would have changed so much . We ' ve learned how t o l ove 

ourselves and others. 

We can quit apoligizing and denying and get to work at being th e 

best we can be. The program will help somebody who wants to be helped . 

We say that , out of our personal experience , because, when we attended ou r 

first meeting, we were in search of help with our drug problems. We a r e 

thank-ful for the many people who took 

that they really care. 

time out to show people like us 
i 
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If you are in the program, and find yourself cultivating feeling s 

of isolation and despair, don't feel alone . Many of us have had similar 

diff iculties at different stages of recovery . Usually they come at a 

time of great potential growth. In other words, self-des tructiveness '-Ji ll 

make us want to go out and use again, instead of r ecoveri ng. We can 

overcome this, if we make a special effort to share our feel ings at a 

meeting, in fellowship, or with a friend or sponsor. By getting it out , 

we run a better chance of encountering someone who may r each out to he lp 

us . Many of us find our own answers dawning on us wh ile we are trying 

t o explain them to someone else. 

But th e real joy is in the fact that we have l earned how to r e l ax 

and enJoy ourselves; and what'S more, we now have friends . We really 

are a team ; and we are positive that we are all in the re , cheering each 

othe r o n, reaching out, and pulling together. At times, other member s 

in the fellowship are our eyes and our ears; when we do something wrong , 

they help us to help ourselves by showing us what we cannot see . 

We had found a group of addicts trying to stay clean and live 

without drugs outside of an institution. They listened and shared 

their hopes , agonies, and problems with us. We learned what true fri e nd-

ship and usefulness was. We found we could be honest and didn ' t have to 

hide the side we didn't like. They taugh~ us that we suffe red from a 

cunning, baffling, and powerful disease called addiction; and, in order 

to live, we had to stay clean of all. mind - altering drugs and work a 

program of recovery outlined in the Twelve Steps. 
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We, . as drug addicts, could not reform. Before the start 

of N,A . in 195 3 , addicts did not recover but in rare instances . 

Powerless to reform, tormented by a disease , many of us died. 

Many of us in our sister program Alcoholics Anonymous, wished 

for a n answer. We hoped for a life line and a program of living 

without the use of drugs. We knew that for us a slo w suicide 

was inevitable. If we tried to quit, we found that the 10n-

li ness o r the old ways of thinking pus hed us back into taking 

the first fix, pill, drink, or toke. 

I , 
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We weren't focused on the fulfillment of life but on the 

emptiness and worthlessness of it all . Failure became a way 

of life, and the peculiar inertia that keeps a person going 

the way they are going , acts on us and success becomes pa1n-

ful. Today many of us are working, have friends and a place 

to live. Thanks to the N.A . program, now we can love and be 

loved and ' share with others this feeling in us that is almost 

unexpressable. It might be well to recognize that soc iety is 

not normal, but composed of imperfect human beings who have 

learned to live with one another in a manner that shares 

strength and overcomes individual weaknesses and fears. 

With a new sense of awareness there is a tendency to make 

mountains out of mole hills. We become more aware of rest-

lessness and conflicts, but gradually we beg in to learn the 

virtues of patience and persistance and begin to make com-

promises with reality. There is no Utop ia, nothing is perfect, 
(\eo.\).\ '''~5 

but some things are better than others. 5gb '.~ and r eality 

are better than loneliness and despair. 

A day or a minute at a time is the program. As our grip 

on the old ways of thinking and doing begins to relax, our 

mind begins to accept new ideas that lepd to a new life . In 

this new life we find ourselves no longer pressed between those 

who use drugs and those who don't. Our world constantly ex-

pands to include new members and eventually members of society 

at large. Problems that had no solutions become transparent 

and real in the light of our new understanding. Our o ld ideas, 

grudges and resentments, fade as we loose our sick point of 

view. A warm feeling of belonging replaces the old hole in 

the 

and 

gut. It's no accident though I Nothing is free. Loving 
. ~ , 

sharin~"Tiwith on!=! another is 'the only , . . 

.' 
payment we need 

r ( c 1J 

make for 
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